Published genome annotations are filled with erroneous gene models that represent issues associated with frame, start side identification, splice sites, and related structural features. The source of these inconsistencies can often be traced to translated text file formats designed to describe long read alignments and predicted gene structures. The majority of gene prediction frameworks do not provide downstream filtering to remove problematic gene annotations, nor do they represent these annotations in a format consistent with current file standards. In addition, these frameworks lack consideration for functional attributes, such as the presence or absence of protein domains which can be used for gene model validation.
Introduction
In the era of high throughput sequencing, the size and complexity of the genomes assembled in recent years, has dramatically increased. Despite this, only a handful of the nearly 6,000 eukaryote genomes in Genbank are resolved at, or close to, chromosome level (Benson et al., 2017) . In addition, over 85% of these genomes contain some type of gene annotation errors ( Starmer et al., 2006; Poptsova et al., 2010; Denton et al., 2014) . These challenges are unlikely to diminish since projects, such as the Earth BioGenome Project, intend to sequence 1.5M eukaryotic genomes in coming years. Initiatives such as these will assemble increasingly large and complex genomes to assess greater biodiversity.
The majority of genome annotations are semi-automated, derived from informatic approaches that involve a combination of sequence alignments and ab initio predictions (Cantarel et al., 2008; Haas et al., 2008; Hoff et al., 2015 , Seeman T., 2014 . The inputs may include pre-assembled transcripts, raw RNA-Seq reads, and closely related proteins. The resources considered will depend on the available evidence, as well as the complexity and size of the genome under investigation. The downstream genome annotations and upstream alignment files are represented in one of the more variable bioinformatic standard file formats, known as the Generic Feature Format (GFF). The GFF file provides structure for information rich annotations as compared to the reduced representation available through GTF (General Transfer Format). Generation of a final gene annotation requires filtering of incomplete or unlikely structural models and consideration of functional annotations at the full protein or protein domain level. The informatic packages that distill several sources of evidence into gene annotations frequently deliver these without tools to assess their validity.
gFACs
represents a flexible annotation refining application that can accept standard annotations from primary gene annotation software as well as transcript/protein sequence aligners. This, in combination with the reference genome, can filter erroneous gene models, generate statistics/distributions, and provide outputs for standard downstream processing and/or visualization. This application does not replace the ab initio or similarity based prediction models but serves as a companion tool to resolve conflicting annotations and improve the quality of the final models.
Input
Accepted inputs span a range of aligners and gene predictors, which are presented in formats with similarities to GTF and GFF files. The user specifies the file source at runtime, which can be selected from an applicable set of flags. gFACs will optionally accept the reference genome in FASTA format to permit more refined filtering and analysis. The second optional file, includes the annotation flat file resulting from EnTAP which provides a functional annotation summary, including similarity search, protein domain, and gene family assignments for the proposed gene models or aligned sequences (Hart et al. 2018 ) ( Figure 1A) . The physical positions represented in these files are formatted into an intermediate text file to aid in processing and calculating the proposed gene space.
Model processing and filtering
gFACs removes erroneous models through a set of 14 user selected filtering options, optionally aided by a reference genome or functional annotation. A notable feature in gFACs is the ability to discern and separate isoforms and conflicting models. Each proposed model is subject to a predetermined set of filters as flagged by the user, many of which can be customized, such as setting minimum intron lengths or detection of in-frame stop codons. gFACs allows for independent isoforms to collapse into one model when full duplicates are observed. The addition of functional annotations will allow for the exclusion of models without a protein domain.
Output
gFACs provides a multitude of output options alongside a log detailing the gFACS process and each filtering effect. Additional options for output include gene/protein FASTA files, GTF represented models, comprehensive statistics on the selected gene models, and distribution tables of gene features. 
Application
Examining public protein coding gene model annotations provides insight on some of the common issues associated with gene annotations ( Figure 1B ). Common problems noted in public annotations, include: completeness (lack of start/stop or in-frame stops), gene structure (splice sites, intron/exon lengths, and mono-exonic to multi-exonic model rations), fragmentation (incorrect start site assignment), and lack of functional validation (similarity searches, protein domains, gene family assignments). To demonstrate its utility, gFACs was applied to three public genomes ( Borrelia burgdorferi B31 , GCF_000008685.2; Bos taurus , GCF_000003055.6; Malus domestica , GCF_000148765.1) with existing annotations (Fraser et al. 1997; Zimin et al. 2009; Velasco et al. 2010) . A total of five of the possible 14 filters were applied to the genomes, which represent unique sources: microbial, plant, and animal. Approximately 30% of gene models were removed for B. burgdorferi and at least 10% for B. taurus and M. domestica . By utilizing 4 more gFACs filtering options, a further 2,883 models were removed from M. domestica (Table S1 ). The filtering process generates a new set of gene models in FASTA format (nucleotide and amino acid) as well as a GTF representation of the new annotation. The distributions resulting from these filters can be easily imported in packages, such as R to view: gene lengths, CDS lengths, exon lengths, and exon size by order ( Figure S1 ). gFACs represents a comprehensive framework for evaluating, filtering, and analyzing gene models from a range of input applications and preparing these annotations for formal publication or downstream analysis.
